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The sanitary state of Spitalfields was, he said, very bad: * this arises in
a great measure from the dirt and filth of some of tie close neighbour-
hoods inhabited by the Irish'. Hickson's account of Bresson's own
house is interesting. Besides being a skilled velvet-weaver., he was some-
thing of a capitalist, as he owned about 200 looms, the value of each
about £i, which he let out at from 3^d. to 4d. a week. The proceeds
varied according to the state of trade, but were often £50 a year and
had been £75. His son and son's wife, both weavers, shared his house,
which consisted of three very small rooms and a fourth barely large
enough for the six looms it contained. It had neither cesspool nor sewer
and could have been built from the ground for £80. For this, he paid
£16 a year and £2 55. for a strip of flower-garden in front of ninety
feet by twenty.72
Bresson represents the highest class of weaver. At the other end of
the scale was the improvident weaver who rented a loom. It was cus-
tomary in the eighteenth century for weavers to sleep in the garret or
loom-shop of another weavers house, and in 1817 it was one of the
difficulties of the Society -for preventing Contagious Fever in their
campaign of whitewashing infected places *that among the weavers of
Spitalfields a man has a loom in his room and sleeps in it with all his
family*.119 clt frequently occurs,' the parish officers of Mile End New
Town complained to the Poor Law Commissioners,
that a person will occupy one room at a rent of perhaps is. 9d- or 23. per week,
and who are on the least stagnation of the silk trade thrown on the parish for
relief... although their master may be a man of the most abject poverty and
have never paid one farthing rent for the room he occupies, yet he is (perhaps
by the management of the officers of some other parish) enabled by a resi-
dence of forty days to entail a heavy and lasting burthen on the parish... .12tt
Whatever the distress in Spitalfields may have been in the thirties
and forties of the nineteenth century, there is nothing in the reports of
the Hand-loom Commissioners to suggest a state of things approaching
the starvation and misery of which we hear repeatedly between 1763
and 1800. Before 1763 the silk trade was apparently more prosperous
and certainly less vocal In that period, too, less attention was g£ven to
the sufferings of 'the industrious poor*. But in 1719, a year of crisis,
silk-weaving is said to be * in a starving condition*,121 and evidence of

